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The Daring Danish Comedy

THE CRAZY PARADISE

in Eastmancolor

"Saucy... Sexy... what a Paradise!"

"Rollicking Fun!"

"Side-splitting laughter!"

"A topsy-turvy Paradise!"

"Good fun for adults!"

"Made for laughs!"
The Crazy Paradise

Trang Island — a tiny Danish island where everything seems peaceful and idyllic. But... under the surface strange and fantastic things are happening due to the famous Trang-Eggs. These eggs have a mystical effect on certain parts of the human organism.

Old Thor is one of the keenest consumers of the eggs which inspire him to practice a talent that is highly appreciated by the women of the island. When in the mood for love he sends up his mystical love-cry which starts a fire under every skirt on Trang Island.

Angelus Goat, his son, does not possess his father's special talent, but devotes all his time to his political party "Blessed Be Our Bliss". Angelus' aim is to become chairman of the local council, but the leader of the opposition, Per Mortensen, is a tough adversary and his party is in power.

It is election time on Trang and after a stormy meeting at the Temperance Hotel the election is won by Angelus Goat, mainly due to his father's special talent.

Flushed by the victory the "Blessed Be Our Bliss" decide to free themselves from Denmark and before the Government in Copenhagen realizes what is going on, Angelus Goat is in full swing transforming Trang into an independent state with its own flag and national anthem, its own armed forces and its own currency. A newspaper in Copenhagen sends a reporter to the island and the news is spread all over the world.

The Danish Government, concerned about the development of affairs on Trang, decides to send a warship with the Foreign Minister to the island in order to settle local politics. The sight of the frigate nonplusses the brave defenders of the island — until they discover that the Danish Foreign Minister is a lady — and so again Thor's talent is put to good use.

In the meantime Per Mortensen and his men have started war against the "Blessed Be Our Bliss", and while Thor is "negociating" with the Minister, fighting breaks out between the forces of the two political parties.

To Angelus Goat, who believes in the power of love and truth, this explosive development proves a shock. On the very edge of despair Angelus at long last experiences the wonderful magic effect of the Trang-Eggs.

A lovely young girl who is very much in love gives Angelus new courage and strength to settle matters on his island — under his motto: Violence breeds Violence, but Love breeds Love.